
DW-MRI elucidates the gorilla brain's 
fiber organization. 
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FROM THE ED -oR 

"The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the 

source of aJJ art and science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, 

who can no longer pause to wonder and stand to rapt in awe, is as good 

as dead ... his eyes are closed." -Albert Einstein 

How often have we looked out into the cosmos and not felt the weight 

and awe of the vast unknown? When was the last time we didn't 

feel that spark of amazement when looking under the microscope to 

discover whole new complexities to the smallest fragments of life? 

These life mysteries that constantly surround us in wonderment 

are what drive scientists to conduct great research and pursue 

hard to grasp answers. That curiosity keeps us up at night for those 

extra few hours and from time to time provides us with the means 

towards revelations that change the world we live in. Just as Dr. 

Goodstein further analyzed the 2007 oil predictions to predict one 

of the world's most imminent crises, undergraduates also get 

the chance to pursue mysteries of their own. From understanding 

the day to day moral judgments we continually face to mapping 

the intricate networks of the brain, these questions drive under

graduates to go beyond standing in awe of mysteries to discovering 

their truths. 

The Caltech Undergraduate Research Journal is a showcase 

of the great work that undergraduate scientists carry out. It is the 

acknowledgment that great research starts from a passion for 

the mysterious whether it is purely scientific or simply a question 

about human behavior; it is the need to open our eyes to the 

vast possibilities of our world whether we are professors in academia, 

undergraduates finding our own truths, or even a 10-year old who 

just received their first magnifying glass. Never stop being amazed, 

never stop asking questions. 

Echtor-Jn-Chlef 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dr. David L. Goodstein, Ph.D. is a well
established scientist, a prominent 
and respected researcher in the many 
areas of Condensed Matter Physics, 
a field that he himself was a pioneer of. 

A MAZINGLY ENOUGH, THE ENTIRETY OF HIS RESEARCH 

has allowed him to write close to 200 publications. He is 

currently the Vice Provost at Caltech, a place where he has been 

teaching for forty years; in 1995, he was even made the Frank J. 

Gilloon Distmguished Teaching and Service Professor. In his 

time, he has produced many widely used educational products 

including The Mechanical Universe , a 52-pan telecourse for college 

students, which later was modified for high school use as well. 

One of his more recent interests is the energy crisis, a crisis that 

when he originally delved into, no one cared about. However, 

now even the most popular attractions at Disney World in Orlando, 

Florida feature the crisis as one of the main educational themes 

to the millions of families that visit. Another of his concerns 

in science and society is conduct and misconduct. In this he has 

also been very successful. When asked. he describes Caltech 

as "a great place, a wonderful place to teach , where the students 

are excellent. the facilities are excellent, and everything 's excellent." 

WINTER 2007 

IN-ERVIEW 

0 . According to Physics Today, you "created" Condensed 

• Matter Physics. How do you feel about that? Can you give 

us a brief description of what it is and how it is important 

A: 

0: 
A: 

to us? 

Well. I feel very good about it. And, I didn't create 

Condensed Matter Physics, but I d1d wnte a textbook 

about it. Condensed Matter Phys1cs Isn't just the 

study of all condensed matter, of matter and molecules, 

but of condensed matter, solid matter, superconductivity, 

superfluidity, and all kinds of magnetic phenomena 

in various materials. It's a very lively field. 

How did you get involved in the research field? 

Were there specific events in your childhood that Jed 

you to academia? 

No, my interest started while I was in college. When I 

received my first 'A'. I looked at my instructor and 

said "That's the life of me". 

WWW.CUTJ.Ca!tech.edu 7 



0: 

A : 

0: 

A: 

0: 

A: 

INTERVIEW 

You seem to have done a Jot of research dealing with 

phases and phase transitions in topics such as: adsorbed, 

two-dimensional matter, ballistic phonons in solids, 

superfluidity in liquid helium, critical point phenomena, 

and now the dynamics of the superfluid phase tran

sition in the absence of gravity How was working in all 

these fields different, and what was the most enjoyable? 

It was all enjoyable. There isn't one that I can pick 

out and say it was most enjoyable. All these fields were 

very interesting. The ideas just came upon me. I would 

be minding my own business, and somebody would come 

and suggest that I do this or that. 

Of late, you are focusing more on science and society, 
looking at conduct and misconduct in science, the end 

of exponential growth of the scientific enterprise, and 

the energy crisis as described in your most recent book, 

Out of Gas. How and why did you become interested 

in this? 

Well, I've always been interested in science and society. 

As for the energy crisis - on June 11, 2001, just three 

months before September 11, I was reading the LA times, 

and I saw a story; it had a graphic that showed one of 

the predictions of oil in 2007. It was a catastrophe. I said 

to myself, 'That's a prediction of what oil will be like in 

six years, I need to find out what this is all about.' So I 

started to look into it and eventually Out of Gas came about. 

As I read in Out of Gas, the energy crisis is most imminent. 

In this very complicated situation, what do you think 

is the best way to get people's attention towards this matter? 

When I wrote the book three years ago, nobody was paying 

any attention. Now it's on the front burner for everybody; 

it's become a part of natural discourse. Even the president 

mentioned it in his State of the Union Address. So I think 

people are becoming aware of this very rapidly, and that 's 

a good thing. 

0: 

A: 

0: 

A: 

0: 
A: 

What can most everyday people do to help alleviate 

the condition instead of just sitting, waiting, and 

hoping someone else will solve the problem for them? 

They can conserve fuel - that means driving hybrid 

cars and making their homes more energy efficient. 

They can do all sorts of things to conserve _fuel, 

because that's where the crunch is, fuel. 

In Out of Gas, you talked about class demos including 

one demonstrating the conservation of energy where 

you would pull a bowling ball towards your face_ 

Once the ball touched your face you would Jet go and 

watch the ball swing back and forth, to and fro, within 

inches from your face as it confirmed the eternal law, 

knowing that as long as the ball had conserved energy, 

it would not hit you. However, have you ever acci

dentally leaned forward? 

No, I put a bar up behind my head and I keep my head 

against the bar, as a constant reminder to myself not 

to lean forward. 

Do you think you are going to write more books in 

the future? 

Oh I might. But after you've written a book about the 

end of civilizations, it's very hard to write another. 



my interest started while I was in 
college. When I received my first lA' 
I looked at my instructor and said 
lThat's the life of me."' 

0 . Another one of the things you are mvolved m is mis

• conduct in science. Can you tell us more about that? 

A . Yeah. There was a very high profile case at Caltech in 

• the laboratory of Lee Hood some years ago. This alerted 

us all to the problem. At that time, I had written regula-

tions for Cal tech that became Caltech's regulations on 

misconduct. The government honed in on the situation; 

however, their own regulations on misconduct were 

objectionable. They were not as good as ours. So I kept 

ours m place and ignored the government's until I got 

a letter from them saying 'Change your regulations, or 

else! · They gave me 90 days to reply. I wruted 89 days 

and responded that it takes time to change things in 

a university - you have to hold committees to consider 

the changes first. I got an answer back saying 'Alright, 

send us your new rules when you have them.· I took that 

to mean there was no pressure at all, because "when we 

have them" is not a deadline. That bemg the case. 

I ignored the government. 

Eventually, the government adopted really good rules 

- more or less like ours - and we adopted the government's 

rules. and so that was very successful Unfortunately, 

durmg this period there were two occas10ns when two 

young people came to me for advice. The committees 

had gotten all upset because someone had accused them 

of misconduct. Thankfully, on both cases I was able to 

say very specifically that by the Caltech rules. what they 

were accused of was not misconduct. Theil actions 

could perhaps on the federal rules have been labeled as 

misconduct, but the federal rules were very vague and 

very general. In spite of this, both the young scientists are 

among our brightest stars today, so I think I did a good job. 

W I NTER 2007 

0: 
A: 

0: 
A: 

0: 
A: 

What is a memorable story you can tell us- perhaps of 

something that happened in class, in lab, or in a seminar? 

One of the Houses used to have a special day where 

they would serve pizza in class. I put a stop to that 

because I thought the other students deserved better. 

Have you ever had any really crazy research ideas that 

ended up not working out? 

Oh sure, there have been research proJects that lead 

nowhere. Then I gave up and went onto somethmg else. 

What are some future projects you would 

like to work on? 

Well, I would like to write more books. But as I say, 

I have the problem of writing a book after I've written 

a book about the end of civilization. 0 
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W HEN READING WORDS ON A PAGE, WE OFTEN 

take for granted that part of ourselves which plays a key 

role in enabling the action of reading-the brain. Yet the specific 

connectivity of brain structures permits the reader to delight 

in the task of reading. A person's reading skill is encoded in 

some of those neural pathways. Therefore, differences in connec

tivity account for variance in reading ability between people. 

Additionally, non-musicians can be distinguished from musicians 

based on comparing neural pathways. The capacity for literacy, 

both with words and with musical notes, is regarded as a higher 

cognitive function that is not entirely understood. 

Quantification of regional connectivity is vital to understanding 

how the brain functions, but until recently, technology has not 

been used to measure the connectivity in humans and great apes. 

Connectivity mediates the sources of input information available 

to a region of the brain in addition to influencing the destinations 

of output information. A comparison between the connectivity 

of great apes (gorillas, gibbons, orangutans, and chimpanzees) 

and humans will help scientists understand the anatomical 

underpinnings of uniquely human cognitive abilities. However, 

since there are no direct data on regional brain connectivity in 

great apes and humans, these data must be inferred from 

macaques, the closest relative whose neural connectivity has 

already been studied. Because the traditional methods of using 

neuronal tracers are terminal, ethical limitations prohibit 

tract-tracing studies from being conducted on great apes and 

humans. Another drawback of this invasive method is 

that it reveals only a restricted number of small fiber tracts 

because small injection sites are used. Other post-mortem 

techniques, such as carbocyanine dyes and degeneration studies, 

have at least provided some direct information on human brain 

connectivity. Unfortunately, carbocyanine dyes are constrained 

by very slow diffusion rates and are therefore impractical for tracing 

long-distance connections. Degeneration studies are limited 

by the chance nature of brain lesions. Therefore, the information 

gathered from human brain studies has been limited in scope. 

www.curj.caltech.edu I Be I tt 



Although previous techniques for looklng at bram conne_ctiviW 

were too mvasive and mqQ~ tedevefop a full understandlng. 
~ new1TiMtlodcalled diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance 

imaging (DW-MRI) may be more useful m elucidating the bram's 

fiber organization. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY TO MEASURE 
BRAIN CONNECTIVITY 
Diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI) Js a recently developed. non

invamve techruque, which 1s used to measure bram connectiVJty 

and can be performed on living subjects as well as post-mortem 

tissue. DW-MRI is a variant of magnetic resonance imaging that is 
senSJtive to the Brownian, or random. motion of water molecules. 

In tissue that has a high degree of directional order, also called 

anisotropy, water preferentially diffuses parallel to that maJor axis. 

In brain white matter, tracts of axon bundles are highly aniso

tropic: water molecules preferentially diffuse along axon tracts 
and perpendlcular mot10n lS restncted. DW-MRI measures both 

the primary orientation and the degree of ailisotropy of Brownian 

motion within each voxel, or volume element. As such, DW-MRI 

can be used to infer the organization of the axon bundles. Smce DW

MRI is non-mvasive, it can be performed on livmg humaiJS and 
great apes. Another sigmficant benefit of DW-MRI is that it gives a 

global data set of the whole brain's fiber organization, in contrast to 

tradltional tract-tracing methods, it is not limited to few fiber tracts. 

Thus. DW-MRI allows for exacninatron of connect1v1ty many region 

of the data volume. 
Recent advances in DW-MRI have resulted in more accurate 

measurements. A new DW-MRI technique called "high angular 

resolution diffusion imaging" (HARD I) has improved upon the older 

measurements in six directions, HARD! uses as many as twenty 

directions or more. contributmg to higher resolution images. 

After diffusion data is collected in the form of a 3D vector field, 
one of several methods of tractography must be employed 

to reconstruct the fiber tracts. Reconstruction of the tracts has 
inherent error because connectivity must be inferred from 
voxel to voxel. Even so. tractography methods that process 

data collected by HARD I are more accurate and advanced 

than those collected by DTI. DTI data can only be processed 
by maximum-likelihood approaches, like "fast marchmg 

tractography• (FMT). A major limitation of maximum-IJke
lihood approaches is that they must take ailisotropy into 

account. The result is that their tracts terminate prematurely 

near gray matter due to its low ailisotropy. HARDJ allows 

for a more advanced form of tractography called "probabilistic 
fiber tractography" (PIT), which reconstructs all possible 

tracts from a specified region and calculates the probability 

of each pathway. Thus. 1t quantifies the uncertainty of 
pathways. This is an improvement over maximum-likelihood 

approaches. which do not calculate the probabilities of the 
tracts. Another advantage is that PIT eliminates the need for 
arusotropy mformation, allowing for tract-tracmg near and 

into gray matter. Rather than relying on anisotropy mforrnation, 

It utilizes diffusion orientation. Furthermore, PIT 1s resistant 

to noJSe, otheiWlSe known as the mJStaken measurement of a 

voxel's primary onentation. Such noisy voxels usually send 
tracts on errant routes. Since tracts with errant routes generally 
have low probability, experimenters using PIT can distinguJSh 

these easily. 



BRAIN CONNECTIVITY STUDIED DIRECTLY 
IN GORILLA GORILLA 
Our study used DW-MRI in the first connectivity analysis 

of Gorilla gorilla. SpecHi.cally, we examined the organization 

of cortical fibers crossing the corpus callosum (CC) and 

fibers of the corticospinal tract The CC is the primary bndge 

between the hemispheres The corticospinal tract carries 

motor instructJOns to the rest of the body,descending from 

the primary motor cortex (M1). We chose to study the CC's 

connectivity profile and the coticospinal tract in part because 

we could compare our results to previous DW-MRI studies 

that analyzed these same regions. Rather than working WJth 

livmg subjects, we performed the scarJS on a fixed ISolated 

gorilla brain in an experimental MRI system with much greater 

resolution than clinical MRI. FDA regulations prohibit scans 

of living subjects in magnetic field strengths greater than 3.0 

Tesla. Studymg a fixed brain allowed us to use an MRI system 

with a h1gh magnetic field strength of 9.4 Tesla, which yields 

greater image resolution. Another advantage of using a fixed 

brain was that it enabled us to perform scans for extended time 

periods. which increased the signal to noise ratiO and thus 

improved the quality of data obtained. Additionally, use of a 

fixed bram pennitted us to perform histology following the 

scans. The details gained from histological information provided 

more accurate connectivity results. 

The high-field MRI scarJS of the formalin-preserved Gorilla 

gorilla brain yielded structural brain images WJth four to six 

times the resolution of conventional MRI done with clinical scan

ners jF1q•. e ~a, Using the 9.4 Testa system, we were able to 

achieve an isotropic voxel sJZe of 250 microns. These structural 

images reveal braill anatomy that had not been previOusly 

VISible in MR imaging including feathering of the lenticulo

striate bridges and the presence of the Stria of Gennari ill 

primary visual cortex. For the diffusiOn scarJS, we were able 

WINTER 200! 

A 
. nd DW-MRI scans in approximately the same axial 

Results of the anatomical a S . f Gennari can be seen in primary 
. al MRI scan. The tna o . 

sectoon. (A} A natomiC . h I· brighter areas have higher 
(B) An~sotropy In eac vo'" ' ) 

visual cortex (arrow). I . (CCspl) and genu (CCgenu 
. sules (IC), the sp en~um ' 

anisotropy. The mternal cap . d'ffuslon direction in each voxel 
. (C) Pnmary I 

of the CC have high anisotropy. . profile. Shorter lines 
. . osed on the anisotropy 

represented by lines, supenmp . I plane Section is centered on 
. d ay from the aXIa · . 

signify that fibers are or~ente aw t' of primary diffusion direction 
C lor-coded representa IOn . . d 

the callosal genu. (D) o . . . ed IS anterior-postenor' an 
es a left-right d~rec\lon, r . 

in each voxel. Green denot . t' have mixed colors. The Image 
. 1 t rmediate dlrec IOns 

blue is inferior-supenor. n e . ronal to the anisotropy value. 
h color brightness I S propor 1 . 

is modulated so that t e CR ) is oriented anterior-postenor. 
The posterior part of the corona radlata ( p 

to achieve an isotropic voxel s1ze of 1mm, which is more than 

twice the resolution of even the most sophisticated diffus1on 

spectrum scarJS thus far published. 

The results of the scans were consistent with our expect

ations. For example. high anisotropy was observed in white 

matter structures, such as the illternal capsules and the splenium 

and genu of the CC, and low anisotropy was observed ill gray 

matter, such as the cortex [F1gure lbj. Next, ill areas of high 

anisotropy, there was a high degree of order with respect 

to the primary diffusion direction. For example, voxels of the 

callosal genu were highly anisotropic and theu pnmary 

d1ffusion onentatJons were streamlined; m contrast. the 

gray matter structures had little directional order ,F.m.re lei 
Lastly, the observed fiber directions were as expected, for 

example, the fibers of the posterior part of the corona radiata 

were oriented antenor-posterior [Figure 1d]. 
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Once the raw MR1 data was collected. we had to par

cellate the bram into regions-of-interest m order to perform 

PFI' Manual segmentation of the anatomical MRl image 

one slice at tlme iF1gure 2a) produced 3D reg1ons [FJ.gure 2b} 

PIT was conducted on the diffuSion data following segmen
tation. In examining the cont1ectiv1ty of the CC, we asked the 

following question. Which cortical reg10n does each voxel in 

this segmented region connect to? In exammmg the corticospiQ8l 

tract we calculated the 
we 

a waypoint reg10n, the internal capsule. The voxel coordinates 

of the reg10ns-of-mterest were obtained from the anatomical 

MRI segments. 

The cortex was the first region to be parcellated. It was 

segmented according to morphological bounce in which 
the cortical sulci, or grooves were used to d1vide the lobes and 

functional subdiV1SJons within the lobes. The CC was then 

segmented, creating one of the two regions analyzed for connec
tiVIty, called "seed regions." The CC was also parcellated 

accordmg to morphological boundanes. Segmentation of Ml, 

the second seed region. was uruquely based on hiStology, 
which represents functional regions more accurately than gross 

morphology. This involved studying the microstructure of the 

stained brain tissue. The presence of Betz cells. which are large, 
layer V pyramidal neurons, defirled the borders of Ml [Figure 3a,bj. 

Th1s information was then trarJSferred from each histological 

slide to Its matching anatomical MRl slice m order to create the 

Ml seed region. 
Usmg a waypomt region allowed us to limit our results to 

only the corticospinal tract since It is the only tract that connects 
to M1 and passes through the internal capsule. We defined our 

waypomt region as the part of the mternal capsule that con tams 

cortJcospinal tract fibers. and this subdivision was Identified 

usmg PIT. To do so we first segmented a seed region of the 

entire internal capsule based on morphology (Figure 4al 
Then. we examined its connectivity profile using PIT, looking 

at which cortical region each voxel m this seed region 

connected to Figure 4b . The subdivision of the internal capsule 

that had the highest probability of connectivity to Ml was 

then labeled as the waypomt region [Figure 4c). 

OBSERVATIONS CONFIRMING EXPECTATIONS 
The results of our CC analysis were COn.SJStent with previDf/1 
reported data One sunilar finding was the prado~ 
frontal lobe fibers In our study, frontal cortex fibers~ 

about 47% of the an tenor CC IF1gure 6 In their-Study of 

human CC. Hofer and FralmJ (2006) fqi,md that al)o\lt 

I Rl mentatoon. (A) Ax a! slice manually segmented '" 
~esults of anatom•ca M seg t 3D mage •n (8). Included •s the 

1 combmed to gr'te '"'e 1 

:he program. Each s oce . I d ... (bro-,·n) soMatosensory corte~ 
t gyrus me u .ng fY' • ' 

lronta oce (g,een). precen ra (I ~~ b ue) and :empera lobe (red). 
(tun~<). par•etallooe (blue), ocCIOJtat !ooe •g ·· ch ·hose n the 20 s~•ce. 
Non·parce!'a~ed t•ssL>e s gra,.. Tne coors do not ma.. ' . 

an ior CC was composed of frontal cortex fibers 

r 6al Huang et al. (2005). a!so studying humarJS, calculated 

rior 66% of the CC was composed of frontal cortex 

and rs our study foillld the value to be 66% as well. 
[F1gure 6b; of these percentages are rough approXJmations. 

thesize that the gonlla showed less connectiVIty 

between t CC and the frontal lobe because gorillas have a 

smaller fro lobe than humarJS. The predominance of frontal lobe 

fibers to th CC {relanve to the size of the frontal lobe Itself) for 

both the gol!Ia and humarJS can be explained by the fact that the 

frontal lobe onsists mainly of association cortex and not of 

primary ors condary sensory/motor cortex. In essence. the frontal 

0 



Seg~e~taton of "' .. aypamt reg,on :or corticosptnaJ !rae! analys's n ax al 

sectiOn. (A) MorphologiCally-based segmectat on of e~t.re nght ln'ernal 

c:~scle~ (B) Most probable cort cal connections of Internal ca~su~~ vo•els 
o Sine USing PFT !C) Waypoint region created from SubdiVISIOn of 

mternal capsule that had the h goes! orooabil ty of connechv.ty to M1 

c 
A 

Most probaole connect1ons of CC <o•els nea• the m1dl>re n sag 1ttal sect on Pos

s.ble cor: ca. connect1ons 1 r"~CiUde :he iron tal obe {gree~}. orecentra1 QJ•rus (bro ... n). 

somatosensory corte• (Pink), oar•etal obe (b ue). OCC1p1tal obe (i gn: blue), and 

temporal lobe (red) !B) sa magn.·•ed ;ers•on Gf (A) ana (Cl sa f1gure legend. 
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FIGURE. 6 

A B 

Most probab e connecl1ons of CC voxe s near the m1dlme •n sagittal sections 

obser·,ed by (A) Hofer and "rahm (2006) and (B) Huang et al. (2005). Unl 'e Hofer 

and Frahm and ourselves Huang e; a. d1d not differentiate (tnrough segments· 

t1on) tne precentral g,rus from t~e rest of tne frontal lobe. and they d d not 

ddferent1a:e tne somatosensor 1 cortex. 'rom the rest of tne par,etallobe 

lobe serves executive functions in the brain and so 1t needs to 

connect to many areas, mcluding areas in the oppos1te hemis

phere, and the CC lS the prunary bndge between hemispheres. 

We would not expect that pattern m primary or secondary 

sensory/motor cortices since they only process mformation locally 

and then pass that information to the next level in the hierarchy. 

Frontal cortex IS at the very top of the hierarchy, so it connects to 

many areas of the bram. 

Another similarity to past experiments was the order of 

fiber-types through the CC. From anterior to posterior. we found 

the CC fiber-types to be m the follovving order. frontal lobe. PCG, 

somatosensory cortex, panetallobe. and occipital lobe, with the 

temporal lobe on the postenor, ventral surface ]Figure 5. 6a,b ]. 

The ordering makes sense because the cortex has the same order 

anterior to posterior, and this indicates that the front of the CC 

is indeed connected to the front of the cortex. Another consistent 

finding was that the different fiber regions of the CC were segregated. 

www.curj .calt ech.edu I Be 1 15 



The results of the corticospinal tract analysis (Figure 71 

were also consiStent with preVIously reported data. As expected, 

the descending pathway projected from Ml, through the 

tract to the cerebellum. Furthermore, our sensitive diffusion tract

ography also detected minor. known tracts through the motor 

portion of the thalamus One projected to the prefrontal cortex 

and the other passed through the CC to the contralateral 

prefrontal cortex. 

RESOLVING THE liMITATIONS IN 
DW-MRI TECHNOLOGY 
There are several !imitations in using DW-MRI tractography. 

First. DW-MRI cannot determme the directionality of reconstructed 

tracts. Addmonally, a voxel's diffusion orientation data can be 

the result of noise, causing in errant tracts that will simply be term

mated by a maximum-likelihood approach PIT. however, is not 

as affected by noisy data because. instead of termmating, tracts are 

fully reconstructed and their probabilities calculated. Thus. errant 

tracts can be distinguished by their low probabilities and subsequently 

disregarded. Also. the use of longer scarmmg times reduces noise. 

Another limitation of DW-MRI is low resolution. or large voxel 

size. The typical voxel size Is on the order of millimeters whereas 

axon size IS on the order of micrometers. Consequently, many axons 

travel through a voxel. possibly in many different directiOns, but 

only the primary orientation of diffusion is represented by the voxel. 

One advantage of terrrunal tracer experiments is that they track 

projections through single axons by followmg the diffusion of radio

active markers through those axons. 

I n coronal sect•on (A, C) and 
Results ol the. cort•cosp•nal tract ana ys•(sM,') ·as the seed reg•on and the 

B., p ary motor cortex • " · 
axtal section', ,. nm . . p Ions descended 'rom Ml, 

tl"' a po• nt reg1on. ro}eC • 
Internal capsule was e "· Y . 1 a sule then through the cerebral 
through the poste<~or limb of the •:ter~athec spp•nal.column. Protect•ons to the 

d 10 the pyram•uS O• •• 
pedoncle, and own ) Adn•t•onally monor prolect ons 

1 fo nd (green arrONS . u • 
cerebellum were a so u I th thalamus that connect to areas 

• d f• m the motor port•on o e 
.,..·ere de.ecte o . ) as we•l as projectiOnS crossmg the 
of the prefrontal corte'.( (orange arrows . I ~ (blue arrows). 
CC that connect w•th ~he contralate .. al prefronta cohex. 



CortiCOSPinal t ract reconstruct ons by Holodny et al. (2005) 

using d lliUSIOn tensor maglng (OTI). The tract passes 

through the poster~or limb of the Internal capsule. 

However, usmg MRJ 

feasilile for live subJects, could increase e reso on of DW- • 
MRJ Although current PIT algorithms only incorporate the 

primary onentation of axons Within a voxel, scientists are now 

~'::~~==-_:a:~IIUltllfsi~to~reqiS~~teteir..&an~d!...ge~e mi!lQLaxon on~ns 
to account for crossing fibers. New algonthms that mcorporate 

minor axts orientations may delineate fiber morphology more 

faithfully and erform better at tracing fibers through the brain. 
:=:===::::::::.::::::::::::::~ 

APPL'CATIONS OF DW-MRI 
DW-MRI has great potential fo use m clinical and research 

applications. It offers clinicians the uruque ability to measure 

connectivity m VJVO so they can quantify developmental 

and acquued disorders in brain connectiVIty and assess brain 

mat-uration in infants and regeneration m healing patJents. 

For researchers, it offers the opportunity to conduct a wide 

range of connectivity comparisons across different species. 

Also, connectivity-based clusters can define regional boundaries 

m the cortex. A further advantage of this techmque is that it 

can be perforrlect on living subjects m conJunction with functional 

imaging studies on the same individual. Thus, the fiber con

nections between activated loci can be exarruned. 

One interesting applicatiOn of DW-MRI has been to discern 

differences in connectivity between musicians and non-musicJartS 

as well as between people with varymg reading abilities. 

The research presented here lS noteworthy for its application 

of DW-MRJ. In terms of methodology, 1t is the first DW-MRI 

study to use preserved tissue in high magnetic field strength. 

This allowed for increased nnage resolutJon and increased signal 

to noise ratio. In addition, it 1s the earliest DW-MRI study to 

refine segmentation using histology. Our study is also significant 

because 1t is the first connectivity analysis of Gorilla gorilla. 

The results of our CC and corticospinal tract studies are similar 
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to past mvestigations m humans and help to validate the findings 

Our accurate results enable us to proceed with additional con

nectivity measurements. This project is the first step in a larger 

inter-specific compailSon involVIng the other ape species as 

well as humans. Thes comparisons of specific brain connectiVIty 

m our closest relatives may proVIde important information about 

the evolution of the human bram. 0 
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tion is a material property, many interesting features can be 

revealed by DIC microscopy. 

However, traditional Nomarski DIC microscopy has major 

disadvantages: its differential phasecontrast images are qualitative, 

non-linear, and contain both amplitude and phase information. 

Quantitative phase contrast images are particularly useful in cell 

biology, with applications ranging from cell dynamics studies 

to disease pathology. In addition, traditional DIC cannot reliably 

image anisotropic samples, in which the index of refraction 

can depend on the polarization axis of the light. This is a major 

drawback in biological applications, since many organic 

samples are birefringent. Finally, traditional DIC requires expensive 

and fragile optical components, including several Wollaston 

prisms, quarter wave plates, and polarizers. 

A NOvEL APPROACr 
Our device utilizes the phenomena of interference and diffraction. 

Interference occurs when two or more beams of coherent light 

interact with one another; the waves sum together and can interfere 

constructively or destructively, producing bright and dark fringes. 

Coherent light refers to light whose rapid fluctuations in amplitude 

and phase are correlated; light emitted from a laser is an example 

of coherent light. 

Diffraction refers to the bending or spreading of light as it 

propagates through space. This effect is most pronounced after 

light passes through an aperture whose size is comparable to 

its wavelength. The simplest example is the diffraction pattern 

from a small pinhole. Instead of a stream of particles emerging 

from the pinhole. light is more accurately pictured as a hemi

spherical pattern of wavefronts emanating from the pinhole. 

We propose an innovative method for performing DIC micro

scopy that eliminates the aforementioned shortcomings of 

traditional DIC while being simple and easily integrable for on

chip microscopy. Our device utilizes a commercially available 

Micron complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 

grayscale image sensor. This sensor features pixels which are 

10 11m x 10 llffi in size and can serve as a foundation for micro

fabrication. We spin-coat a 120 11m thick layer of SU-8, a photoresist 

which is transparent to visible light, on top of the CMOS sensor. 

Then, a 20 llffi thick layer of aluminum is evaporated on top of the 

SU-8. Finally, a focused ion beam (FIB) is used to etch two circular 

holes 500 run in diameter, with 1 11m center-to-center spacing, in 

the aluminum. We use a monochromatic light source, a He-Ne 

laser, to illuminate a sample whose transmitted light propagates 

through the two holes. The light from the two holes interferes 

with one another and illuminate our CMOS imager. If there is no 

phase difference between the light that propagates through 

the two holes, the resulting interference fringes will be centered 

directly beneath the holes. However, if there is a phase differ

ence, the interference pattern will translate accordingly. In effect, 

this device compares the phase of the light propagating through 

one hole to the phase of the light propagating through the other. 

By finding the relationship between fringe location and phase 

differential, we can obtain differential phase information directly 

from the CMOS camera images. 

There are several techniques for building phase images from 

our differential phase portraits. The most obvious is line integration; 

each differential phase image can simply be integrated along 

the phase differentiating direction. or the axis connecting the holes. 

However, the resulting images will suffer from banding artifacts 

since the integration constant, which is generally different for each 

line integral, is thrown away during the differentiating operation 

performed by the holes. In addition, small phase errors associated 

with each pixel will accumulate as the line integration proceeds. 

thereby progressively degrading the image quality. 
Another technique becomes apparent when we rewrite 

l1$(x,y), the differential phase at location (x,y), as a convolution 

of two functions using the sifting property of Dirac delta functions : 

~<j>(x. y ) 
I I I 1 

=O(x - -L~.x. 1· - -~v) -"'(x +-Acr. r+-~l' ) 
2 - 2 - 'I' 2 - 2 -

= g (x.y ) ® <l>(x. y) 

(1) 

where 

I I 1 I 
g(x . r) = o(x - - Ax. v --~v) -o(x +-,lx, r + -~r) . 2 . 2 - 2 . 2 . 

(2 ) 



a. 

FIGURE 1 

a. Bright-field image of an unstained liverwort spore, 
b. DIG picture of the same spore 
These liiUJges reproduced from P J M cMahon. 
E D Baron&-Nugenc 
BE Allman. 
K A Nugent ~OuantJcatlve phase·amphtude rrucroscopy H 
dJfferenoal interfmence conrrast unagmg for bJOioglca.' TEM .. 

$(x.y) is the phase at location (x.y), 8 x is the separation between 

the holes m the x-direction. and 8y is the separation between 

the holes in the y-direction. We can then isolate the phase by 

performing a deconvolution on (1) and dividing by g(x,y) . 

This process. however. is extremely noise-sensitive and requires 

the use of a Weiner filter in order to compensate. The optimal 

choice of filter parameters is subjective and requires the know

ledge of the spectral distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio 

As a re sult, reliably constructing quantitative phase information 

is difficult. A third method involves usmg the two-dimensional 

Hilbert transform. This method's primary weakness, however. 

1s that 1t is not quantitatively accurate and therefore not useful 

for our application. 

Rigorously simulating the phase responsivity of this device 

requires us to numerically solve Maxwell's equations for our 

three-dimensional geometry, a task which is extraordinarily 

computationally expensive. However. by utilizing the 

Fraunhofer (far-field) approximation, we can greatly simpllfy 

the diffraction srmulations. Consider the case where mono

chromatic light is incident upon an aperture, where 

{

exp(id> ). 
p(x. r)= 

. 0. 

inside the aperture 

outside the aperture 
(3) 

1s the aperture function and o represents the phase of the light 

propagating through the aperture. The dlffract10n pattern seen on 

l(x. r)=--, P( .---) 1 I X \' 

· O..tt r l .. d 1-.tl 1 

a viewing screen is just the Fourier transform of the aperture 

function where / , is the intensity of the incident light. A is the 

P(u, .u , ) =I I p(x,y)exp[i27t(U ,x+u , _r)] drdy 
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FIGURE 2 
Geometry and overall operating principle of our device 

wavelength of the incident light, and d is the distance between 

the aperture and the viewing screen . The validity of this 

approximation is assured by the "antenna designer 's formula," 

w hich states that 

2D~ 
d>-

"A. 
(6) 

where D is the linear dimension of the aperture. For our 

deVIce, d is 1.5 \ill~ and A is 632.8 nm for our He-Ne laser. 

which implies that must be greater than 7.11 \ill~ in order 

for the Fraunhofer approximation to hold. Since our CMOS 

imager 1s 120 \ill~ below our holes. we satisfy this condition 

with two orders of magnitude to spare. 

FIGURE 4 
a) Simulaled fnnges prtduced by a .go• phase differential, b) simulated frioges prl doced h a o• phase 

differential, c) simulated fringes produced by a go• phase differeafiat, d) measured fringes prodwced by a 
.go• phase differenlial as imaged with our device, e) fringes produced by a o· phase differential, f) fringes 

produced by a go• phase different ial ; device parameters are an illumination wavelenglh of 632.8 nm, two 

500 nm diameter holes with 1 ~m center-to-cenler spacing, 120 ~~~distance between holes and ceo pixels, 

and 10 ~m I 10 ~m CCO pixels 
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Usmg MATLAB. we modeled our aperture as a two

ctimensional matrix and performed a fast Fourier transform 

(FIT) on 1t to find the diffraction pattern. We found that the 

diffraction pattern comprises three interference fringes. 

Furthermore, the srmulations proved that these fringes shift 

as a function of the phase differential. This analysis was 

achieved quantitatively by using the curve-fittmg tool Within 

MATLAB to fit the zero-order, or center, frmge to a Gaussian 

curve, yielding a center location for that frmge. Mapping the 

fringe locations to their corresponding phase differentials 

produced a linear relationship across a 180 degree range of 

phase differentials. 

Further simulation showed that larger holes create brighter 

fringes, and holes that are closer together produce larger 

fringes. These trends suggest that we should use the largest 

holes with the closest spacing, but there are fundamental 

physical limits. First, larger holes lower our spatial resolution, 

since we are comparmg the phase between two circular 

sources of light instead of two point sources of light. Second, 

the two holes will couple bght between one another when 

their spacing goes below a certain distance; instead of two small 

holes. we effectively have one large hole. This occurs because 

there is not enough metal between the two holes to attenuate the 

electromagnetic waves traveling between the two holes. 

J- ...,~ .'AGES 

Upon fabrication completion, our first task was to measure 

the phase responsivity of our device. We directed a collimated 

He-Ne laser beam onto our holes and mounted our device on 

a rotating stage, ensuring that the rotation direction of the stage 

was parallel to the axis connecting the two holes. Since the 

center-to-center spacmg of the holes was much smaller than 

the laser beam Width (1l!m versus 1 mrn), we approximated 

the incident beam as a plane wave. If the laser beam is normal 

to our holes, there is no path length difference, and therefore 

no phase difference, between the light propagating through the 

two holes. We therefore controlled the phase difference between 

the two holes by rotating our device. A responsivity curve was 

created by mapping how phase differential corresponds to fringe 
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RespollS!vity Curve for Simulated Fringe Locations 

Responsivity Curve for Measured Fringe Locations 

Simulated versus measured responsivity curves. Error bars represent 
the variation in measured fringe location at each phase differential. 

90 

location. The slope of the measured responsivity curve deviates 

from the theoretical curve by 25 percent. This is most likely 

due to the assumptions made in our simulations. By employing 

the Fraunhofer approximation, we implicitly assumed that 

scalar diffraction theory applies to our device. However, our aper

ture size is on the order of the light's wavelength. As such, the 

interaction of light a t the dielectric interface between aluminum 

and au is significant. These coupling effects are ignored in our 

scalar diffraction modeL Thus. accurate, quantitative simulations 

requue numerically solving Maxwell's equations for our geometry. 

0 

z= Zo 

FIGURE 6 
Wavefronls and regions of a Gaussian beam. The wavefronts are 

-- approximately planar near the waist and spherical far from the waist. 



We then scanned a well-known phase profile to test our device. 

A Gaussian beam was chosen for its familiar behavior and because 

it can be generated and modified easily. Laser beams are Gaussian 

m nature, and Gaussian beams propagating through circularly sym

metric optical components, such as lenses, remain Gaussian. 

The intensity of a Gaussian beam propagating in the z-direction 

is given by 

2P [ I(x,y,:::) = , exp 
7tW-(z) 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

P is the beam's power, W o is its minimum waist size, and Z o 

is the Rayleigh range of the beam. W(;:J characterizes the 

expansion of the beam's cross-section as the beam propagates, 

and larger Rayleigh range values lead to slower beam expansion. 

As (7) shows, Gaussian beams are radially symmetric in the 

transverse or xy plane. Gaussian beams have three regions of 

interest for phase profiling: a converging section, the waist, 

and a diverging section [Figure 6[. The beam's phase profile 

is steepest far away from the beam waist and becomes pro

gressively flatter towards the beam waist. We expect the phase 

portraits of the Gaussian beam to be bell-shaped, oriented 

upwards or downwards depending upon whether the beam 

is converging or diverging. The differential phase profiles 

should exhibit a zero degree phase differential near the center 

of the beam and be monotonic in the differentiating direction. 
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FIGURE 7 
a) Differential phase profile of a converging 
Gaussian beam, b) differential phase profile of a 
beam's waist, c) differential phase profile of a 
divergi ng beam, d) reconstructed phase profile 
of a converging Gaussian beam, e) phase profile 
of a beam's waist , f) phase profile of a diverg
ing beam; all color bars are in units of degrees 
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We imaged a Gaussian beam at each of its three sections 

to show the different phase and differential phase behavior 

associated Wlth each section. The line integration method was 

used to construct phase profiles from the differential phase 

images, and vertical banding results since the axis connecting 

the holes. and thus the integrating direction, is vertical. Note 

the contrasting differential phase profiles between converging 

and diverging Gaussian beams, as well as the relatively flat 

profile of the beam's waist. In addition, the circularly symmetric 

phase profiles of the Gaussian beams are worth noting. 

~ T '-' S 
The major disadvantage of our current device is that it only 

differentiates phase in a single direction, making a full recon

struction of a sample's phase profile impossible. We have 

numerically srmulated the behavior of a couple of geometries 

that would enahle us to gather two-dimensional differential 

phase data. We plan to test these geometries in the lah in the 

near future . 

We also plan to begin applying the technique and evaluating 

its performance for different applications. Besides the obVIous 

biological applications, our technique is well suited for singular 

optics studies. Singular optics studies optical phenomena 

which contain one or more phase singularities, or areas 

where phase is undefined. These wavefronts have unusual 

phase behaVIor, and our device is well-suited to study them. 

Optical vortices are prevalent in the world of smgular 

optics. They can be described by the envelope function 

in cylindrical coordinates where the phase components are 

separable into a portion dependent on ¢ and a portion dependent 

upon p and ;:. m is the topological charge and is always an integer 

to satisfy phase continuity. The exp(-im6) term IS the most 

important, giving the optical vortex its characteristic helical 

wavefront. In any cross-section of an optical vortex where ;: 

is constant, phase IS proportional to polar angle. 

0 
Gi0 e 

500nm 

FIGURE 8 
a) geometry lor imaging 20 differential phase using 4 holes, b) 
simulated fringes from the 4 hole device with a o· phase differential 
in both directions, c) lnnges from the 4 hole device wilb a 90' phase 
differential in the horizontal direction, d) fringes from the 4 hole 
device With a 90' phase differential in both directions; simulatiOn 
parameters are an illumiutioo wavelength ol632.8 nm, 120 ~" 
distance between biles and ceo pixels, and 10 ~"X 10 ~ .. ceo pixels 

FIGURE 9 
Phase profile of an optical vortex wilb a 
tepolegical charge oil. There IS a phase 
singularity, and a corresponding peiot with 
zero intensity, at ne center of the vortu. 



There are many methods for generating optical vortices 

including spiral phase plates, fractal zone plates, or interfering 

three plane waves. However, the most practical methods 

utilize spatial light modulators (SLMs). computer-generated 

holograms (CGHs), or a combination of the two. We have 

computed the CGHs required to generate optical vortices 

of various topological charges. An advantage of employing 

our device to profile optical vortices is its ease of use. 

Conventional techniques for verifying the existence of optical 

vortices require interfering them Wlth a plane wave and 

observing the resulting interference pattern. Our device would 

eliminate this tedious process and allow the quality of the 

optical vortex to be examined directly. We plan to perform 

differential phase unaging of these structures in the near future. 

Although there is a significant error associated with 

utilizing scalar diffraction theory to predict the phase 

sensitivity of our device, we found that our device provides 

quantitative DIC unages with high spatial resolution and 

phase sensitivity. Differential phase 1mages of a Gauss1an 

beam were captured Wlth our device, enabling the partial 

construction of the beam's phase profile. Our technique has 

the advantages of being compact, low cost, and easily adapt

able for on-chip microscopy. Furthermore. we can study 

diverse samples using our device. such as biological structures 

and optical vortices. C 
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S UPPOSE THAT A RUNAWAY TROLLEY IS HEADED 

towards a group of five people who will certainly 

be killed if it proceeds on its current course. You watch 

in horror as the trolley rushes toward the utterly oblivious 

group when suddenly, in a flash of inspiration, you realize 

that with a flip of a switch, the trolley can be diverted 

towards another set of tracks to save the group. Glancing at 

the second track, you see with anguished indecision that 

another person will be killed if the switch is flipped. What 

do you do? 

Now, suppose the same trolley is headed towards 

the same group of five people, but this time, you notice that 

a very large person is standing near the tracks. Rapidly 

assessing the situation with mental calculations, you realize 

that if you push him into the trolley's path, the trolley's 

resulting velocity will be sufficiently slow to save the five 

people at the expense of his life. What do you do now? 

"Rapidly assessing the situation with mental 
calculations, you realize that if you push him 
into the trolley's path, the trolley's resulting 
velocity will be sufficiently slow to save 
the five people at the expense of his /!(e. " 

If you would flip the switch to save the group of people 

in the first scenario, you are in the majority. On the other hand, 

if you said that you would push the large man onto the tracks 

to save the group in the second scenario, you are in the minority. 

The details of each dilemma, however, are essentially the same 

in that one person's life will be sacrificed to save five others. 

Why, then, do most people consider action in one situation ethi

cally correct and action in the other immoral when the outcome 

is identical? 

The classic questions described above have given moral 

psychologists the responsibility of explaining the discrepancy 

in response to the two scenarios. For decades, researchers 

have investigated what instinctively makes people amenable 

to one case while repulsed by the other. Several possible 

solutions have been suggested with the mtent of improving 

scientific insight into human morality and judgment. 

Current theories explain the difference as arising from the 

engagement of a key component of moral judgment; emotion. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL PSYCHOLOGY 

S oc1al psychology was not widely regarded as a science 

until the cognitive revolution of the mid-20th century, 

during which Lawrence Kohlberg developed a SIX-stage model 

of the development of moral reasoning. Accordmg to Kohlberg, 

moral growth IS dnven not by srmple brain maturation but rather 

by experience in "role-takmg." or lookmg at a problem from 

multiple perspectives m order to develop a more comprehensJVe 

Vlew. Kohlberg cla1med that by expanding the breadth of 

experience. role-taking improved moral reasoning. Subsequently, 

the improved moral reasoning could drive better moral judgment. 

However. Kohlberg's focus on moral reasoning seems to 

ignore the importance of moral emotions. Moral emotions are 

defined as the set of emotions that affect an individual's interest 

in the welfare of others. In community envuonments, this can 

be manifested ill social phenomena such as altrmsm cooperation, 

and conformity. Some specific examples of moral emotions are 

sympathy, gratitude, and vengeance. 

The social intmtJOnist model, a recent comprehensive 

model that attempts to resolve the oversights in Kohlberg's 

theories. suggests that moral JUdgment is much like aesthetic 

judgment: a person sees an action or hears a story, and he 

has an instant feeling of approval or disapproval. While Kohlberg 

asserted that moral judgments are inspired by reason, this 

model argues that most moral judgments stern from intuition 

and ir!Stinct Social intmtionists believe that people certainly 

do engage in moral reasoning, but these processes are typically 

one-s1ded efforts to support their intuitive conclusions. 

EVIDENCE OF EMOTIONS IN ETHICS 

I n 2001, Greene et al. performed an experiment to study the 

activity in specific areas of the brain while the subject 

considered vanous moral dilemmas. The two trolley problems 

previously described were the scenarios used and are easily 

categorized as personal and 1m personal moral judgments. 

Greene eta!. defined impersonal violations as actions that 

caused bodily harm to another person as a foreseen side-

effect. but not a duect illtention. A moral VIolation is personal 

lf 1t directly and illtentionally causes harm to another person 

as a me8IIS to ach1eve the desired outcome. In the case wrth 

the sw1tch, one does not intend harm towards anyone; harmmg 

another 1s s1mply an unavoidable side-effect of rescuing the 

group of five. Consequently, the swrtch case can be classified 

as an rmpersonal Vlolation. However. in the case with the 

large man harmirlg the man is an illtegral part of the plan to 

save the group. Duect participation ill the mllicted harm that 

is irlherent in the moral action makes this a personal violation. 

Greene et al. presented the trolley problems to subjects 

and. while they deliberated about what the morally right choice 

was, measured their bram activity with functional magnetic 

resonance imagirlg (fMRI). fMRI, one of the most recent devel

opments in neural imagirlg, is the use of magnetic resonance 

imagirlg to measure the hemodynamic response, or changes irl 

blood flow, related to neural actiVlty of the subject. Greene et al. 

found activity in brain regions associated with reason and emotion 

The study showed that the deliberation resulting in personal 

and impersonal moral judgments can be distinguished by the 

corresponding patterns of brain activity. Greene et al. established 

that while cons1denng personal moral dilemmas, subjects 

demonstrated illcreased act1vtty inareas associated with soc1al 

and emotional processirlg. In contrast, impersonal and non

moral dilemmas showed increased activity m areas associated 

with working memory, wh1ch refers to processes used for the 

manipulation of irlformation. The study also showed that 

while subjects were slow to approve of personal violation. their 



approvals and disapprovals of impersonal moral and non-moral 

JUdgments were both quite short. The collective results support 

the theory that the subject must overcome his immediate neg

ative emotional response before condonmg personal moral 

violations. Such a battle of wills is not necessary with less 

emotionally-charged actions. Consequently, Greene et al. drum 

that human moral thlnkmg JS not simply one specific process, 

but rather a complex interplay between two distinct processes: 

social-emotional responses to the Situation and standard 

reasorung as applied to moral contexts. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL EVENTS INVOLVING 
MORAL DECISION 

R esearch m the Adolphs laboratory at the Califorma Institute 

of Technology has recently focused on ethlcal judgment 

in autobiographical memories. The dissertation work of Jessica 

Edwards, a biology graduate student in the lab, mvestigates 

how people recollect emotional autobio-graphical events and how 

they make moral judgments The present research focuses on 

elucidating the kinds of moral memories that people remember 

from their lives. and how these rrnght differ between people. 

A database of real moral stones was developed over the last two 

years, forming the data on which the analyses that comprised 

th1s study were based. 

40 to 60 were To construct tills database, subJects 
- --~~~~~~~--,-----------------recruited online and screened for fluency m English All had been 

Southern California residents for at least 15 years. SubJects came 

into the lab and were shown a series of words about which they 

had to recollect a memory, e.g. "Tell me about a time you felt 

guilty." A total of 4000 autobiographical memories were collected 

and 749 of these were classified as moral stones. To be classified 

as a moral story, the stories had to be personal and involve a 

episode from the subject's past. Furthermore. they needed to 

have an element of moral JUdgment e1ther from the perspective of 

the narrator or the reader. 

In another part of the project, a group of 52 subjects, called 

raters, were then used to evaluate these moral stories. The raters 

read subsets of the transcribed moral stories and completed 

questionnaires about the narrator's background as well as specific 

emotions associated with the event. The questions covered the 

nature of the moral decision, justificationfor it, emotional :.ttArrn"t 

and possible cue words that could have elicited the memory. 

A story involvmg shopliftJng, for example. can be explained by 

greed and the subject may have regretted hiS dec1s1on after

wards. Cue words in this case could include doubt 

and remorsefulness. 
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CATEGORIZATION OF 
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL EVENTS 

T he Variance Maxirmzmg (Vanmax) rotation was apphed to 

obtain clear relations between the factors. In thiS method, 

we rotated the coordmate axes of a scatter plot until the X-axis 

approximated the regression line. Because the goal of the 

rotation 1s to maximize the vanance of the new var1able while 

mmimizing all other variance. this type of rotation is called 
variance maximizing 

Statistical analys1s on the moral autobiographical events 

and the evaluations was used to determine the emotJOnal 

factors involved m moral judgment. We diVJded the dataset of 

749 moral autobiographical stones mto 174 positive stones and 
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575 negative stories. Each group was analyzed separately. 

The aim of this study was to determme non-mtuitive 

categories that might be used to categorize moral concepts. 

Because the non-intuitive categones are difficult to concept

ualize, it would be very instructive to try to identify them based 

on the ratmgs data set. We used factor analysis to explain the 

variance among the 749 moral stories to just a few statistically

relevant factors . Factor analysis, a statistical technique used 

to explam variability among observed random variables, assumes 

that the rating data on different attributes can be reduced down 

to a few important dimensions or qualities. 

We found three main categories of common moral events that 

are often encountered on a daily basis. All calculations were done 

with the help of the program STATISTICA.We began by conducting 

hierarchical cluster analysis, a type of data segmentation based on 

the degree of similarity or dissimilarity between the mdividual 

events being clustered. Agglomerative methods were used. 

meaning that a number of stones were linked together to form 

growing clusters of increasingly dissimilar elements. When 

all the stories were joined, the data contained clear clusters of 

similar objects. In the hierarchal tree diagram, these 

clusters can be identified as distinct branches [Figure 1]. 

The complete linkage method was used to determine if two 

clusters were sufficiently similar for linkage. In this method, the 

distances between clusters were determined by the greatest dis

tance between two objects in the different clusters, labeled in the 

study as "furthest neighbors." From cluster analysis, we were 

able to establish two distinct data groups: a poSitive stories subset 

(involving actions such as altruism or cooperation) and a negative 

stones subset (involving lying or cheating). 

Both the positive and negative subsets of stories were 

then manipulated with the Scree test, a method of factor analysis 

used to explain variability among observedrandom variables. 

It assumes that the rating data on different attributes can be 

reduced down to a few important dimensions or qualities. 

These dimensions can be determmed through an evaluation of 

the area of a graph of eigenvalues in which the plot appears 

to level off [F1gure 2]. The region to the right of this point can be 

identified as the "factorial scree," where scree refers to the 

geological term indicating the collection of debns on the lower 

part of a slope. The Scree test showed only one factor for the 

positive stories and three factors for the negative stories. 

FIGURE 1 Hierarchical Tree Diagram 
Autobiegraohical sfories involvmg moral judgment 
were analyzed threugb cluster analysis by linking 
stvries t011ether lo form clusters el stmilar ele
ments. The x-axis is the number assigned to each 
slory. Each cluster can be ideo tined in tbe bier
arcllicaltree branch diagra01 as a d1slinct branch. 
The positive memories aggregated into one 
closter onlhe leH whereas I he negalove moral 
memories formed multiple clusters on tbe nght. 
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FIGURE 2 Scree Tests 
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Dendrogram 
Complete linkage 

Euclidean Distance 

Plot of Eigenvalues 

Number of Etgenvalue 

The (a) positi>e stories subset and (b) neoafive stories subset were manipulated wilb the Scree test, wflich 
assumes lbatthe rating data on diHerent attributes can be reduced to a few importanl dimensions or 
qualities. These dimensim can be determined through an evaluafien oltbe area of a graph of eigenvalues 
in wflich the plol appears lo level off. The idenlified factors art indicated by the black arrows. 

DETERMINATION OF FACTOR RELATIONSHIPS 

0 nee the collection of 7 49 moral autobiOgraphical stories 

was reduced to a total of four factors by the Scree test, 

further analysis was done on these factors to elucidate any 

possible correlations among them. 

The Variance Maximizing (Varimax) rotation was applied to 

obtain clear relations between the factors. In this method, we 

rotated the coordinate axes of a scatter plot until the X-axis appro

ximated the regression line. Because the goal of the rotation is 

to maximize the variance of the new variable while minimizing all 

other variance, thls type of rotation is called variance maximizing. 

The factors in the subset of negative stones have proved to be 

orthogonal to each other, and consequently, we identified distinct 

categories Wlth the same ongin [Figure 3]. Alternatively, the 

graph of the factors in the positive stories subset [Figure 4] is 

homogenous. We concluded that there is only one main 

factor for this subset of stories. 
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20 Scatterplot 
Factor Loadings (Vanmax) 

Extraction: Principal Components 

A Dishonesty 

20 Scatterplot 
Factor Loadings (Varimax) 

Extraction: Pnndpal Components 
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FIGURE 3 Yarimax Rotation on N~ative Story Subset 
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30 Scatterplot for Tree Items 
Factor Loadmgs (Varimax) 

Extraction: Principal Components 

FACTORS OF MORAL JUDGMENT 

The factors obtained through the analysiS were then eval

uated m terms of our daily social experiences. We made 

an attempt to assign a name to each factor and trace It back to 

The Variance Maximizing (Varlmax) rotation was applied to obtain clear relatoons between theJac-------r-.ili~!!!JlQQ.D.§!.~iliWl~W..Ul~~!;J§.!J.Y~?!:!::[ll~!'ll!J22~...!l!:it. _______ _, 
tors. In thos method, we rotated the coonlinate ues ef a sc:aNer plel unlil lhe x-axis approximates the 
~rusi&Dii ... ln these cases, lbe following faclors have prtved It be orth&oonal to eacb at•er. 
(a) Dishonesty aDd Uokiadness 
(b) Unkllldoess a!ld Infidelity 
(c) Doslltnesty and lalldelil} 
(d) Disll8nesty. Unkindness, antllaDdeltly 

~FIGURE4 ~ 

20 Scatter plot 
Factor loadings (Varimax) 

Extraction: Pnncipal Components 

Factor .1 

FIGURE 4 Yarilllax Rotalltn 11 Posilive Story Souel 
11 Ibis case, YariNX relatioo shoNS !bat !here are 11t erthegonal facters. The 
traph tl thelictm Oabeled as Factor 1 ar.d Factor 2) is homogenous. We coo
clllded ll:at lbere is only onemainlactor for this subset of stones: altnoi$111, 
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recognized three factors : dishonesty, lllkmdness. and inndelity. 

In the positive stories subset, we found altruism to be the 

only factor. 

As a result of the objective methods applied to study the 

triggers of moral memories, we have found out more about 

the human psyche, particularly the thought p rocesses mvolved 

in making moral JUdgments. The results of the study may 

prove useful in studying moral reasoning in social contexts 

and may broaden our knowledge of human behavior. 0 
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M AGNETIC FIELDS ARE UBIQUITOUSLY USED IN MODERN 

technology. From biomedical purposes such as magnetic resonance 

imaging to high-speed Maglev trains utilizing superconductivity, 

• magnets are indispensable to soc1ety. The powerful, yet mv1sible pheno

menon of magnetJc fields 1s applied effectively m guiding charged 

particles The utility of the magnetic field would be enhanced if we 

could 'see' it. Instead of following a compass, wouldn't it be great 

to just to follow a ViSible line? Unfortunately, while the technology 

• . . for generating magnetic fields is highly evolved. the methods for 

visualizmg them are still primordial . In closed systems, such as inside 

a large vacuum chamber, a more convenient mechanism for imaging 

·. 

the magnetic fields needs to be devised. On the way towards developmg 

better technology for viewing magnetic fields , an apparatus was 

. constructed that can illurrunate the lines of magnetic fields with electron 

• beams m a low pressure system. . 
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FOLLOWING THE PATH 

... · · ... . -
<. .... . 

The path of an electron can be observed in the followmg way. 

An electron traveling through a magnetic field IS accelerated 

.· 

in the direction that is determmed by the cross product between 

its velocity and the field direction, or v x B. The resultant motion 

is a helical motion parallel (and anti-parallel) to the direction of 

. ·-
. . 

. . , .. ,.., 
·. 

. ~ 
B field !Figure 11. The radius of this helical motion is called the ..., 

Larmor radius. and it is determined by r = m vIe B. 

Therefore, with a low velocity electron and a strong magnetic field, 

, the Larmor radius diminishes to the order of millimeters or less. 

In a standard expenment to measure the electron charge to 

mass ratio, one can visualize the electron path in a low pressure 

gas system composed typically of argon or mercury. While the 

electron beam orbits with a known magnetic field, the Larmor 

radius is measured visually. The same theoretical concept is 

employed in this study, but the radius is made small so that the 

trajectory is seen to be continuous, aligning the lines of the 

magnetic fields. 

TO BE SEEN 
When an electron travels through a low pressure helium gas It 

collides with gas atoms. In this collision, the electron transfers a 

part of Its kinetic energy to the helium atom. The helium atom 

then gets 'excited ' and some molecules of gas will subsequently 

~ emit visible radiations in order to return to a lower energy state. 

Since the two aforementioned processes happen 

simultaneously, electrons move in helical trajectories while being 

illuminated by helium light-excitations. Smce it has a small Larmor 

radius, the electron beam will be aligned to the directions of the 

background magnetic fields. In static and dynamic systems, this 

feature can be exploited to visualize the magnetic field through 

capturing the images of the beam illumination in static and 

dynamic systems. 

The experiment was carried in four steps: (i) create a low 

pressure helium system, (ii) produce thermionic electrons, (iii) 

accelerate electrons to form a beam, and (iv) apply magnetic fields 

while observing the beam. 
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''In static and 
dynamic systems, 
this feature can 
be exploited to 
visualize the 
magnetic field 
through capturing 
the images of the 
beam illumination 
in static and 
dynamic 
systems.'' 

FIGURE I 
Parallel, slationary,and anti-parallel motions of electrons near 
a magnetic leld line. The LalliHir radius of these mo~ons de
pends on the electrtn velocitY and magnetic field strength • 
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FIGURE 2 

• . .. 
' 

.. - " ....... Changes in eleclron gun designs. a) A 0.004 inch diameter tungsten wire at the 
tip" spart-welded to electrodes. The ceramic tube prevents •nwanted contacts 
between electrodes. b) A met.ll plate in front of the filament now accelerates 
electrons from the filament. This trees the region outside the plate from electric 
field c) Tungsten filaments were replaced by iridium filament to improve the filament 
durability. The filament was later covered with kapton sheet and aluminium foil. 
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BUILT THIS WAY 
A stamless steel vacuum chamber with the internal volume 

in the process. The light excitations of the helmm atoms produced 

_ characteristic blue illuminations. Initially, when the tungsten 
of about 500 ml was used to create a low pressure He system. 

F1rst. the chamber was emptied with a TribodyneTM pump to a 

moderate vacuum pressure of 10·3 Torr. The chamber was then 

filled Wlth helium gas until the internal pressure reached about 

50 mTorr usmg a gas leak valve. The optrmal gas pressure was 

calculated usmg the ideal gas equatJOn of state . and the collision 

cross·sectJOn was assumed to be of a neutral gas, 3 x 10 20 m2
. 

At pressures between 50 to 500 mTorr. the mean free paths of 

helium atoms vary between 0.2 to 2 em. These lengths were 

chosen so that the electron beam does not scatter off too easily. 

In order to produce electron beams, an electron gun unit was 

assembled and attached to the chamber [Figure 2). Thin tungsten 

wires of diameters 0.004 mch. 0.005 inch and 0.0065 inch were 

used together as a filament that produced electrons therrnionically 

when heated. Thermionic emission is also called the Edison 

effect. Usmg the Richardson-Dushmann equation, 1t is possible to 

estimate the amount of thermionic electrons that are em1tted at 

' filament was exposed, the mcandescent light from the filament 

was too intense to observe the helium illuminations. Hence. the 

design was improved by covering the filament with an aluminum 

foil coated ceramic tube to block the incandescent light. 

Magnetic wire coils located around arms of the chamber 

produced magnetiC fields . Using these coils, it was possible to 

apply magnetic fields similar to the Helmholtz configuration of 

strength around 8 G at the axial center. The filament had an 

electrical resistance of- 0.4 Ohms and the current of 1 - 2 A was 

needed to heat the filament enough to obtain the visible electron 

beam The potential difference between the filament and the 

chamber was set to 160 V. As the surrounding wall heated the 

filament, internal pressure steadily increased from its initial at 50 

mTorr. The measurements were carried untli the pressure reached 

• 500 mTorr, at which point the chamber was pumped out again. 
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.. .. a giVen temperature. The filament needs to be at 2000 K or above 

to produce a detectable amount of thermionic electrons. Tungsten 

was chosen since it has the highest melting point amongst metals. 

Assuming the tungsten radiates as a blackbody, the temperature 

could roughly be guessed from its color when glowing. 

.. . . - ' · ·. ' • . ., . . 
.. . r , ' · . 

The electrons were then accelerated by applying a negative 

potential difference on the filament relative to the chamber. 

Because of the electric field , the emitted thermionic electrons 

• accelerated towards the chamber and collided with helium atoms 

-
·. 
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FIGURE3 
Electron bum illuminations •t 250 mTorr helium, 150 eY.a,with no mag· 

LIGHTING IT UP 
At 250 mTorr pressure and 150 V for the accelerating voltage, 

the distinct blue electron beam trajectory lasting 5 - 6 em could 

be observed [Figure 3]. Additionally, by applying the magnetic 

field in the directions into and out of the page, the electron beam 

bent, showing the direction of the Lorentz force. Furthermore, 

varying the strength of the magnetic field changes the curvatures 

of the electron beam bending. When the beam is present, the 

thermionic currents between the chamber wall and the filament 

were measured as in the regions between 10 - 50 ~A 

After the first set of the experiments, the design of the electron 

gun was improved so that the electron beam can be accelerated 

before It leaves the gun unit. This could eliminate the strong electric 

fields outside the electron gun, making that the magnetic effect 

dominate outside the electrongun. In addition, the helical trajectory 

of the beam would be more apparent if the beam path is longer 

and the chamber is large enough to adopt various magnetic field 

configurations. A larger chamber would make the pressure more 

stable, as the walls are further away from the filament and the 

filament heating effect is less noticeable. 

The design also had to be altered to prevent degradation of the 

filament. As the thin filament was driven to very high temperatures. 

. • . -:. ...... 
"' ·· .... . ~ .' , .... 

.. , .... 

... ... 
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present. Eventually the filament snapped in response to high 

enough temperatures, sunilar to the case of general incandescent 

bulbs. To adjust for this, the filament was connected to the 

electrode via spark-weldmg. Spark-welding was chosen since 

use of solder IS not recommended in vacuum conditions, and 

this restricted attaching a thicker filament. The stability of the 

filament has now been improved by attaching a pre-made 

iridium filament. 

There are other complications that arise from this design 

which were not as easily fixed. Computer srmulation suggests 

that having a magnetic mmor field configuration in front of the 

filament could help m collimating the beam. However, this needs 

to be conducted at the electnc field -free region. In addition, the 

effect of the magnetic field that could be applied m this setup IS 

very weak compared to the effect from the electric field present 

in the chamber. This indicates that the bent trajectories of the 

beams m previous figures are influenced by both magnetic fields 

and electric fields. In order to achieve the magnetic field viSual-

ization by the helical trajectory of the electron beam, it is necessary 

to have the center of the chamber free from any electric fields. 
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When the region becomes free from the electric field , the 

electron beam will follow the lines of the magnetic fields with 

its Larmor radius. For 100 eV electrons, the Larmor radius can 

be made small with relatively weak magnetic fields of a few 

tens of Gauss. 

MOVING FORWARD 
In this experiment, it was shown that the electron beam could be 

visualized in a low pressure helium gas system by light excitations. 

The beam also aligns with the lines of magnetic fields. providing a 

possibility of imaging the vacuum magnetic field. Improvements 

to this design which would help in visualizing the magnetic field 

are to have a larger chamber that sustains more stable and lower 

pressures. apply stronger magnetic fields, and employ more durable 

filament designs m order to decrease the Larmor radms enough 

that the magnetic field lines are better aligned. Usmg computer sim

ulations would also allow for estimation of the path of the electron 

beam at a known magnetic field structure . 0 
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ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS 
R. L. Stenzel at University of California, Los Angeles Physics 

department has built a powerful electron gun and carried out a 

number of electron beam experiments with different electric 

and magnetic configurations. His research page on the UCLA 

website contains many interesting photos of electron 

beam illuminations. 
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THE HUMAN BRAIN REMAINS ONE OF THE GREATEST 
mysteries in modem science. From the mechanism by 

which the brain coordinates many complicated processes to 
the myriad of potential disruptions of normal brain function, 
the mind presents an intriguing puzzle, one that is yet to be 
completely assembled. As scientists uncover more details 
and shed light on specific brain activities, it has become clear 
that there are many more intricacies of the human brain 
waiting to be unraveled. 

Mental illnesses in particular have been difficult for 
society and scientists alike to deal with. Ancient cultures 
labeled those with hallucinations and other mental dis
eases as socially unacceptable while modem society 
attempts to accommodate such individuals with specially 
tailored mental hospitals. Scientists have encountered 
difficulty in studying such disorders in depth due to both 
the complexity of the human brain and relative difficulty 
of investigating such illnesses. A particularly striking mental 
condition is Schizophrenia. Popularized in modem society 
through the story of the Nobel Prize winning mathematician 
John Nash in A Beautiful Mind, the exact causes and sites 
of abnormality in this mental illness are yet unclear. 
A potential solution can be found by turning to animal 
models of hallucination in an effort to determine the specific 
changes that can force minds to madness. 

STRUGGLING WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA 
Schizophrenia is a devastating mental disorder that affects 
one percent of the population worldwide with more than 
2 million Americans suffering from the illness in a given year. 
Symptom severity is long-lasting, causing a high degree 
of disability and a significant incidence of suicide. 
Afflicted individuals experience positive symptoms, such 
as hallucinations, delusions, thought disorder, and altered 
sense of self, as well as negative symptoms including 
apathy, blunted feelings , depression and social withdrawal. 
Lewis and Levitt found that these clinical features typi-
cally appear in the late twenties and thirties, with the 
average age of onset generally about five years earlier 
in males than in females (Lewis & Levitt 2002). In 1996, 
U.S. mental health officials estimated that schizophrenia 
consumed $65 billion a year in direct treatment, societal 
and family costs. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly 
important that the causes of this mental illness are 
specifically mapped in order for more efficient treatments 
to be formulated. 

Although researchers have identified several genes 
that are associated with an increased vulnerability to 
schizophrenia, Lewis and Levitt also found that a combination 
of genetic susceptibility and environmental perturbation 
appears to be necessary for the expression of schizophrenia 
(Lewis & Levitt 2002). Epidemiological studies have 
implicated severe maternal malnutrition, exposure to 
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"Brown 
discovered that 
respiratory 
infection during 
the second 
trimester raises 
the risk of 
schizophrenia 
in the offspring 
3 to 7 fold ... " 

influenza virus, birth in winter/spring months, birth in an urban 
area, repeated psychological stress, obstetrical complications 
(hypoxia/ischemia) and exposure to adverse intrauterine events 
as env1ronmental risk factors (Boog 2004; Rantakallio P, Jones P, 
Moring J , et al. 1997; Radeler TJ, Knable MB, Weinberger DR 1998). 

EXPLORING MATERNAL MECHANISMS AND 
TRACKING HALLUCINATIONS IN MICE 
The most complete study of an environmental risk factor involves 
maternal mfection. Brown discovered that respiratory infection 
during the second trimester raises the risk of schizophrenia in the 
offspring 3 to 7 fold (Brown, 2004). More recent studies have 
shown that the maternal response is to infection, rather than the 
virus itself. Support for this theory has come from studies reporting 
neurochemical and behav1oral abnormalities in the offspring of 
mice injected with polynboinosinic-polyribocytidilic acid (poly 
(I:C)). Poly-(I:C) is a synthetic double-stranded RNA, the precursor 
to DNA, that is used to mimic viral exposure. This RNA strand 
elicits an inflammatory response similar to that observed during 
viral infection in the mother without the use of an infectious virus. 

Using this maternal immune activation model, the positive 
symptoms of schizophrerua were explored in mice. The goal was 
to determine whether mice can be shown to exhibit hallucin
ations and to then map these hallucinations to the expression of 
specific immediate early genes (IEGs). A "hallucination" is defined 
as the activation of the viSual or auditory system in the absence 
of appropriate sensory input, which can be stimulated by known 
hallucinogenic chemicals such as LSD and DOL Activation of 

l!l CONTROL 
0 DRUG EXPOSED 

FIGURE 1 
The hallucinogen DOl increases rearing and grooming activities 
in mice, when compared to control mice (no DOl injected). 

5-hydroxytryptarnine 2A receptors (5-HT2ARs) plays a key role in 
the actions of these hallucinogens in humans; for example, LSD 
stimulates 5-HT2AR-dependent head twitch behaviors in mice. 
Moreover, DOI and LSD create profiles of gene expression in the 
brain that are not observed with related, non-hallucinogenic 
chemicals. It has also been shown by Farivar that levels of certain 
IEGs, such as c -fos, increase in all areas of the brain examined 
in response to acute LSD; this rapid up-regulation following neural 
stimulation has resulted in the extensive use of IEGs in functional 
mapping studies. (Farivar et al., 2004). To induce maternal 
immune activation, poly(I:C) was dissolved in PBS and injected 
into pregnant females on day nine of pregnancy. Plain PBS 
was injected in control animals. Offspring born to these poly 
(I:C) or PBS-injected mothers were then injected with varying 
concentrations of the hallucinogen DOL A total of ten male 
mice were studied after being born in this manner. 

The responses to DOl were measured in both control mice 
(PBS-injected mothers) and the offspring of mothers with activated 
immune systems via poly(I:C) injection. Behav1oral responses 
to DOl were measured using an open field test m a trariSlucent 
plastic box. In the open-field test, mice are placed indiv1dually 
near the center of the box, and their movements are followed 
by v1deotaping over a ten minute period. In these particular 
experiments, following the injection of DOl, mice were v1deo
taped for thirty minutes. Total distance of travel, rmmobility, 
strong mobility (changing body position more than 90 degrees), 
and velocity (distance moved per unit time) were recorded. 
To test for hallucinogen-induced behav1or, na'ive animals were 



Control Drug Exposed 

FIGURE 2-Visual 
The red box indicates the location of the visual cortex in a cross section 
of the brain. The bright red, prominent in the DOl exposed brain, reflects 
activation of Egr-1 in layers 2, 3, and 6 of the visual cortex. The control 
brain has little activation of Egr-1 in any layers of the visual cortex. 

FIGURE 3- Auditory 
The red box indicates the location of the auditory cortex in a cross section 
of the brain. The bright red, prominent in the DOl exposed brain, reftects 
activation of Egr-1 in layers 2, 3, and 6 of the auditory cortex. The control 
brain has little activation of Egr-1 in any layers of the auditory cortex. 

FIGURE 4- Somatosensory 
The red box indicates the location of the somatosensorycortex 
in a cross section of the brain. The bright red, prominent in the 
DOl exposed brain, reftects activation of Egr-1 in layers 2, 3, 
and 6 of the somatosensory cortex. The control brain has little 
activation of Egr-1 in any layers of the somatosensory cortex. 

first habituated to red light in the testing room. After drug 
administratiOn, rearing on hind legs and grooming frequencies 
were counted manually in real time. In addition, rearing and 
grooming frequencies were counted manually from the open field 
videos by observers blind to the experimental group of the mice, 
meaning they were unaware which group was experimental and 
which group was the control. Grooming behaviors for the mice 
involved standing on hind legs or washing the face/body. 

Our results rndicate that hallucinogen DOl seems to increase 
grooming and rearing activities in naive mice, as exhibited by 
DOl-induced locomotion [Figure 1) and velocity changes. While we 
observe rruce treated with a higher dose of DOl appear to exhibit 
higher grooming and rearing activities, more animals must be tested 
before the significance of the differences can be evaluated. 

GAUGING GENE EXPRESSION 
Gene expression in both PBS and poly(!: C) inJected m1ce 

was studied utilizing immunohistochemistry of brains prepared 
through cardiac perfusion. Cardiac perfusion is a fast and 
efficient way to fix brain tissue. The animal is put to sleep, and 
a fixative solution is rntrocluced into the heart under pressure. 
Fixative solution flows via the blood circulatory system throughout 
the mouse and rapidly fixes tissue. This fixation is necessary to 
stabilize the proteins in the brain in order to allow for antibodies 
to bind the proteins in immunohistochemistry, which allows 
analysis and identification based on the binding of antibodies to 
specific components of the cell. This labelling can subsequently 
be used to determine the expression levels of genes. 

Our results indicate DOl enhances egr-1 expressiOn in the 
visual, auditory and somatosensory cortices. Injection of DOl in 
the dark increases the immunostaining for egr-1 in layers 2, 3 
and 6 of the v1sual, auditory and somatosensory cortices. In contrast, 
injection of PBS does not alter basal egr-1 staining [Figures 2-4). 
No DOl-induced increase in staining was observed in other brain 



~CONTROL 
OPOLY(I:C) 

FIGURE 5 
The poly(I:G) mice show increased rearing and grooming 
activities, when compared to control mice (wildtype). 



areas examined (hippocampus. striatum. thalamus. amygdala) 
except for motor cortex. These results indicate that DOl stimulates 
lEG expression in auditory, visual and somatosensory cortices, 
as well as in the central nucleus of the amygdala. This stimulation 
is highly selective, as expression is not detected in any other 
brain area visualized in the same sections_ Although there are suu
ctural differences between mouse brains and human brains, the 
homologous primary visual and auditory areas are well established. 
Thus. the pattern of activation is consistent with that expected 
for auditory, visual and somatosensory hallucinations. 

AN INTRIGUING CONTRAST 
Since the DOl stimulates expression of several lEGs specifically 
in brain areas appropriate for hallucinations, we wanted to 
determine if offspring of immune-stimulated mothers are more 
sensitive than controls to DOL To optimize potential differ-
ences in such an experiment. it was necessary to determine 
what a sub-threshold dose of DOl would be_ A sub-threshold 
dose of DOl is a minimal dose of the drug that induces 
stereotyped behavior in mice compared to saline-treated animals. 
The dose-response relationship for stimulation of grooming 
reveals that 0.1 mg/kg is a sub-threshold dose.In these preliminary 
data, the offspring of immune-stimulated mothers (injected with 
poly(l:C)) display a higher frequency of rearing than controls under 
both open-field and red light, home cage conditions [Figure 5]_ 
They also show a greater distance of travel, total duration of strong 
mobility, and velocity while exhibiting a lower total duration of 
immobility_ Therefore, mice born to poly(I:C)-treated mothers seem 
to their motor behaviors stimulated to a greater degree than 
controls by DOl, revealing they are more susceptible to 
developing hallucinations_ 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
It is often said that schizophrenia is a urliquely human disorder 
because the positive symptoms of hallucinations and delusions 
are not detected in animals. However, the histochemical and 
behavioral data presented here suggests that this animal model 
exhibits a diagnostic. positive symptom of schizophrenia_ 
Further studies could test hallucinogen-like changes in neuronal 
activity using fMRl, which would provide a more direct comparison 
with the human schizophrenia studies and clinically applicable 
information_ Furthermore, auditory hallucinations are reported by 
50 to 70% of schizophrenia patients, and they are often associated 
with acts of violence and suicide_ Since the cause for this 
correlation is unknown. an appropriate animal model could be 
useful in exploring pathogenesis as well as novel therapeutic 
avenues in humans. both of which could help illumirlate the 
mystery surrounding this disorder. 0 
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DESIGN COMMENTARY 

I TOOK ON THIS PROJECT BECAUSE IT MADE ME 
uncomfortable. Designing this magazine was incredibly 

intimidating because I hadn't ever worked with so much 
copy and with so many topics that I knew nothing about. 
I had to completely rely on the editors to explain the basic 
scientific concepts behind each of these in depth research 
projects so that I m1ght be able to interpret them correctly. 



TRACING CONNECTIONS IN THE GORILLA BRAIN 
This research project exc1ted me when I learned about a 
potential visual difference m the map of connections in the 
brain of a musician and a non-musician. After analyzing 
each image from the article. I was particularly interested in 
the anisotropy image of a cross-section of the gorilla brain. 
Since our brains are made up of connections where this article 
specifically involved creating a map of the connections in 
the brain, I created 3 brain-like mazes. An idea that these brain 
mazes could become physical objects and photographed 
came up in my discussions with Shawn, our graphics advisor. 
In the end, I decided to string wire around nails that were in 
a sheet of plywood where the three brain mazes were then strung 
together and connected to a glowing light bulb near the end. 
Yusuke Nishimura digitally photographed 1t. 

WINTER 2007 

MEASURING THE PHASE OF LIGHT 
The first experiment I conducted was to create a stereoscopic 
image. (Two photographs taken with a stereoscopic camera. 
One photograph represents the left eye, and the other the right 
eye. When the two photographs are viewed together, they 
combine to create a single image with depth and relief.) I felt 
this was appropriate because this new method made it poss
ible to see something that was always there, but invisible to us. 
As I continued to explore this idea I found several difficulties 
because not everyone who sees the article will be able to see 
the image I wanted to convey. So I started over. I conducted 
a few experiments with transparency and light. Projecting light 
through printed transparencies. But again, failure. I began 
thinking about the breakdown of white light to fundamental 
colors when traveling through glass. With that in mind I 
laser-cut clear acrylic and put it onto a light table to closely 
photograph it_ The finished piece was quite similar to the 
device which the article talks about: using light to define a 
transparent object to create form and spatial relationships. 
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Morality 

A QUESTION OF MORALITY 
I felt that this article could be viewed as perhaps a series of 
rmages of dlfferent layers of wallpaper as this article dealt with 
the multiple complex layers of morality. The idea of home and 
family gave me all of the inspirations for using wallpaper and 
cross stitching in the design. I created a cross-stitched pat
tern that would eventually be utilized as the title of the article. 
It was graciously stitched by Sarah Prieto, a good friend of 
mirle. I continued to create Icons and later patterns of a speeding 
trolly and a tram track switch that would become the wallpaper 
used m the backgrounds of these articles 

SEEING MAGNETIC FIELDS 
The design Itself was very literal; It was about finding methods 
to visualize magnetic fields . I laser-cut thin automobile magnets 
into related illustrations and placed the magnet beneath a clean 
sheet. I then sprinkled metal filmgs on top of the sheet. The mag
net grabbed the filings and aligned them to the different shapes 
of the magnet fields caused by the shaped magnets. The article 
layout itself is made up of the photographs of this expenment. 
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MAPPING THE EFFECTS OF HALLUCINOGENS IN THE 
MOUSE BRAIN 
If you've ever gazed at cloudy skies, you know what it feels 
like to see the clouds take shape of random familiar objects and 
shapes. The graphics of this article are much like lookmg for 
pictures in the clouds. Essentially there 1s nothing there but the 
clouds allowmg you to shape what you see into what you want 
to see. To accomplish this effect, I dropped neon food coloring 
into an aquarium and digitally photographed the result. 

WINTER 200 7 
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Integrated Optical Microsystems 

MEMS, Sensors, Electronics, Optics 

Siimpel is a small world-class 
company that designs and 

manufactures high performance 
MEMS-based auto-focus cameras 
for cell phones and other portable 

multimedia electronics. 

We seek top-notch mechanical, electronic and optical 
engineers to join our team of technologists in a great 
work environment and to help us produce tomorrow's 

coolest multimedia hardware products. 

Located near Pasadena, California 
Siimpel is an equal opportunity employer. 

See our website at www.siimpel.com 

The Future of 
Interface Technology 

Synaptics is a world leader 
in capacitive touch sensing 
technology. Our emphasis is 
on innovation and enriching 
the interaction between humans 
and intelligent devices. 

Synaptics thrives because 
Our employees are our most of its dynamic and diverse 
important resource. employees. We're interested 

in adding intelligent, passionate, 
adventurous people to our team. 

Making Synaptics your career choice 
means you will be joining a team of 
dedicated experts. To learn more about 
career opportunities at Synaptics, log on 
to www.synaptics.com. 

Sy naptics. 
Synaptics IS an equal opportunity employer. 
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For nearly half o century, the Institute for Defense Analyses 
has been successfully pursuing its missioo to bring analytic objec
tivity end understonaing to complex issues of notional security. 
As o not-for-profit corporotioo operating three federally funded 
research ana development centers that serve the Office of the 
Secretory of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Stoff, Unified Commands 
and Defense Agencies, we provide o solid ond exciting loundo
tioo for career growth end lo~evity. And, through specialized 
analytic, technical end scientifiC talent, we ore moving sleodily 
forwOra, coolidently increasing our capabilities to IOCe the 
country's important security issues. 

How will you put your 
expertise to work every day? 

INSllTliTE FOR 
OffENSE ANAJ.YSfS 

www.ida.org 

IDA is seeking highly qualified individuals with degrees ol the 
doctoral or master's leVel in the following: 

• Biochemistry 
• Biomedical 

Engineering 
• Chemistry 
• Chemical 

Engineering 

• Ecooomics 
• Electrical 

Engineering 

• Genetics, 
Bioinformotics & 
Computational 
Biology 

• Materials Science 
& Engineering 

• Mathematics 
• /v\echanical 

Engineering 

• Operations 
Research 

• Physics & 
Aslrooomy 

• Statistics 
• Systems & 

Computer Science 

Along with competitive salaries, IDA provides excellent benefits 
including comprehensive health insuronce1 paid holidays, 3 
weeks' vocatioo and more - oil in a proressionol d.....elopment 
environment that encourages individual thinking and produces 
concrete results. Applicants selected will be suoject to a security 
inves~ end musl meet el~ibility requirements for access 
to classified informotioo. US cifizenship is required. 

Please email your resume to: resumes@ida.org, or moil to: 
Institute for Defense Analyses, ATTN: EmPloyment, 
4850 Mark Center Drive, Alexandria, VA 22311; 
FAX: (240) 282-8314. 

Vis~ our website for more information oo our specialized 
oppor1unities. EOE. 
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